New Books November 2017
Reclaiming the Piazza II:

Catholic Education and the New Evangelization
Editors: Ronnie Convery, Leonardo Franchi, Raymond McCluskey
Preface by Archbishop Rino Fisichella
To reclaim the cultural “piazza” the Christian message must
be attractive, reasonable and relevant. With insights from
school and university educators and professional
communicators this is a wide-ranging, up-to-date and
practical call for a new engagement. between Catholics
and representatives of secular culture .
978 085244 899 1
Gracewing
176 pp £12.99

Saint Bruno the Carthusian - André Ravier, S.J.

André Ravier’s classic biography, drawing extensively on
original documents, reveals the real Bruno, allowing this
great saint, the very model of the pure contemplative, to teach
us the value of setting aside the transitory to seek solitude in
one’s own heart - “to seek God alone”.
978 085244 924 0
Gracewing
198 pp £9.99

Newman and History - Edward Short

Edward Short shows how important history was to all aspects
of Newman's life and work. There are essays here on Newman and Edward
Gibbon; Newman and the Whig historians; and Newman and the law, especially the
infamous Achilli trail of 1851, which pitted him against a Protestant Establishment
still smarting from the restoration of the Catholic hierarchy.
978 085244 919 6
Gracewing
320pp £17.99

St. Clare of Assisi: Light from the Cloister

Bret Thoman
Join Thoman as he skllfully weaves the known facts of Clare’s life with
imaginative passages that bring the reader into the profoundly spiritual
world of the “Light from the Cloister.”
978 150510 971 9 Hb TAN Books 239pp £19.99

Five Proofs of the Existence of God - Edward Feser

A detailed, updated exposition and defence of the five historically most
important philosophical proofs of God’s existence: the Aristotelian, the NeoPlatonic, the Augustinian, the Thomistic, and the Rationalist.
978 1 62164 133 9 Ignatius Press
332 pp
£16.50

Heroes and Heretics of the Reformation - Phillip Campbell

500 years on from Luther's revolutionary act at Wittenberg, Phillip
Campbell casts fresh eyes on the key players, including saints, popes, kings
and queens, theologians , politicians, and of course, Luther himself.
978 150510 870 5 Hb TAN Books
324 pp
£23.50

Tied in Knots: Finding Peace in Today's World

Greg Willits
Identifies the needless distractions and knots that may prevent you
from being the disciple you are called to be. This book presents
tangible ways to clear more time and identify core things that feed
you, by seeking the help of Mary, Undoer of Knots.
978 618192 105 1 Our Sunday Visitor 176 pp
£12.50

Jacinta: The Flower of Fatima

Humberto S. Medeiros, foreword by. Fulton J. Sheen
This is the book that made Our Lady of Fatima known to the world!
Jacinta Marto was the youngest of the seers at Fatima and in 2017
became Fatima's newest saint. This is her story, told in the words of
her cousin Lucia and from the memories of eyewitnesses
978 150511 103 3 Hb TAN Books
218 pp
£19.99

The Flying Inn - A Novel - G K Chesterton

A rollicking, madcap adventure set in an England suffering under
prohibition. Armed only with a cask of rum, a wheel of cheese and the
signpost from his pub, Humphrey Pump sets out to bring relief to an
oppressed people.
978 162164 103 2 Ignatius Press
295pp
£13.99

Kidnapped by the Vatican?
The Unpublished Memoirs of Edgardo Mortara - Vittorio Messori
Secretly baptised by a servant, the world was outraged when 7 year old
Edgardo Mortara was taken from his Jewish family by Pope Pius IX to
enable his Catholic education. Here, Fr Mortaro tells his own story.
978 162164 198 8 Ignatius Press176 pp
£14.99

Report from Calabria:

A Season with the Carthusian
Monks - By a Priest
The author was privileged to spent
four months with the Carthusian
community in Calabria, Italy, the
resting place of the founder of the
order, Saint Bruno. His journal allows
readers to get a deep sense of this life
of prayer.
978 162164 130 8 Ignatius Press 142 pp illustrated

£14.99
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